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Let K be an imaginary abelian number field of type (2,2,2). We give a criterion 
which determines the unit index of K by using the fundamental units of the real 
quadratic subfields of K. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
Hasse [ 1, Sect. 261 investigated the unit index of an imaginary bicyclic 
biquadratic field. We [2] also gave criteria by which we determine the unit 
indices of such a field and of certain imaginary abelian number fields of 
type (2,2,2). In this paper we shall give a criterion which determines the 
unit itidex QK of every imaginary abelian number field K of type (2,2,2) 
by using the fundamental units of the real quadratic subfields of K. 
At the beginning we note that Proposition 1 in [2] is also represented 
as follows: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let k be an imaginary abelian field of type (2, 2), i.e., 
k = Q(G, ,,I%,) (di: distinct positive square-free integers) and let E be 
the fundamental unit of the maximal real subfield kO = Q(Jd,) of k. Suppose 
that N(E) = + 1. Then we have 
Qk=20A 7 ;; 
incase do= 1, 
0 4 in case d, > 2 
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for some e = 0 or 1, where A is the square-free part of N(E + 1) and 7 is as 
just below. 
Throughout this paper we shall use the following notation: 
7 : the equality except rational quadratic factor, 
K: an imaginary abelian field of type (2,2, 2), i.e., K = 
a(&&, ,,I@, J%), where 4, d,, d, are distinct positive square-free 
integers such that d,, d, 2 2, 
K,: the maximal real subfield of K, i.e., K, = Q(fi, a), 
d, : the positive square-free integer such that d, 7 dl dZ, d3 # d,, 
K’: the quadratic extension of K generated by a 2”-th root of unity, 
Kb: the maximal real subfield of K’, 
E, E,: the groups of units of K and K,, respectively, 
E 0’ : the group of totally positive units of K,, 
W: the group of roots of unity in K, 
QK = [E: WE,] : the unit index of K, 
N(x), Sp(x): the absolute norm and absolute trace of x, respectively, 
E,: the fundamental unit of Q(A) (i= 1, 2, 3), 
A,, AT: the square-free part of N(.si+ 1 ), - N(E,- 1 ), if N(E,) = + 1, 
respectively (i = 1, 2, 3 ), 
(x, y, . ..) : the group generated by x, J, . . . . 
A(e,,e,)= 
2d”d” 
’ 2 
incase d,= 1, 
d,df”d” 2 in case d,, B 2, 
for e,,e,=O or 1. 
Our result is divided into two parts, Theorems 1 and 2, according as K 
contains the 8th cyclotomic field Q(,/-l, &!) or not. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that K=Q(&, &, A) does not contain 
Q(&, a). Let i, j, k be a permutation of 1, 2, 3, i.e., {i, j, k) = 
(1,2, 3). 
Case (1). N(s1)=N(s2)=N(s3)= +l. 
(i) If Jd,,fij$K, and &E:K~, then 
Q,=2oAyA,“, 7 A(e,,e,) 
for some aj, a,, e,, e2 = 0 or 1. 
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QK=20A~‘A~A~ 7 A(e,, ez) 
forsomea,,a,,a,,e,,e,=Oor 1. 
Case (2). N(si) = N(sj) = + 1, N(EJ = - 1. Then 
QK = 2 o AFA,“, 7 A(e,, e2) 
for some aj, ai, e,, e2 = 0 or 1. 
Case (3). N(si)= + 1, N(sj)=N(sk)= - 1. Then 
QK=20Ai 7 A(e,, ez) 
for some e,, e,=O or 1. 
Case (4). N(E,) = N(E*) = An = - 1. Then 
QK=2~S~KOI~(~~~~~~--l-~~--~) 7 4e,,eJ 
for some e,, e,=O or 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let K= Q(fi, J”i, JT’) and d an odd positive square- 
free integer > 3. Let d, = d, d, = 2d, d3 = 2. Then QK = 2 if and only if the 
following three conditions are satisfied: 
(i) N(sI)=N(sZ)= +l, 
(ii) A,=A,=2 or A,=2d, A2=d, 
(iii) 6 7 1 or d, 
where 6 is defined under the conditions (i) and (ii) as follows: Let mi, ni 
(i= 1, 2) be the positive integers such that 
and 6 the greatest common divisor of 1 + m,mz and n,nzd, i.e., 
6=(l+m,m,,n,n,d). 
2. THE GROUPS E0 AND E,+/Ei. 
In this section we shall determine the unit group E,, and the quotient 
group E,+/Ei by using Ai’s and signs of the norms of si’s. 
For a real quadratic field Q(&) with fundamental unit E such that 
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N(E) = + 1, we let d, A* be the square-free parts of N(E+ l), -N(E- l), 
respectively. Then we have AA* T d and 
for some positive integers m, n (Kubota [3]). By these equations we easily 
get the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. (1) ZfN(cl)= $1, then 
&EOOJ&KO. 
(2) Z~N(E~)=N(E~)= +l, then 
GEE,-&&K,. 
(3) I~N(E,)=N(E~)=N(E~)= +l, then 
J&i& E~OJ~E K~. 
LEMMA 2. (1) Z~N(E~)=N(E~)=N(+)= +l and ifa, A, &e 
K,, then 
for any b,, b,, b3=0 or 1. 
(2) I~N(E,)=N(E~)= +l, N(E~)= -1 and if&,&eK,, then 
c‘&,@&%E,,+*d;A:‘A;” 7 1 
for any a, b,, bZ=O or 1. 
(3) IfN(&,)= +l and N(E~)=N(E~)= -1 and ifv/d,~K~, then 
E~E;~ fi E E,f -d;2df;‘Af = 1 2 
for any a,, a3, b=O or 1. 
Lemmas 1 and 2 are useful to determine the groups &, and E,+ /Ei, 
which are given in the following Proposition 2. 
For the simplicity we express generators for EJ /Ei by their repre- 
sentatives. 
PROPOSITION 2. Case I. Assume that An = N(L) = An = + 1. 
(1) There is no case in which A, A, fi E K0 (Kubota [4]). 
(2) There is no case in which ,,6,, fi E K,, and ,,&# KO. 
(3) Suppose that fie K,, and A, A$ K,. 
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i 
C&2, &l&G in case A,A,A, 7 1, 
WE:= <EZ,&> incase A,A, 7 1, 
C&2) otherwise. 
(4) Pose that fi, Jd,, fit+&. 
0) @-~,Jd,d,,@~&,, then 
&=+LJZL/G,~), 
incase A,=A,=A,=2, 
incase A,=A,#A,, 
otherwise. 
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EC/E;= 
i 
C&2? 83 &> incase Al=d3, 
<E2) otherwise (d 1 = d2). 
(3) Suppose that fi, A$&,. 
(i) If Jd;r;lj;~K,, then 
E,=<-L,/&bz,~dr 
i 
<&X3 62) in case A,A, 7 1, 
-WE;= (63 ,&r ~2) in case A, A, 7 d,, 
<E?) otherwise. 
(iii) If ,/d,d,# K,, then 
Eo=(-A~,,t‘z,~3), 
WE,:= (~1, ~2). 
Case III. Assume that An = + 1 and N(E:) = An = - 1. 
(1) If&c&,, then 
Eo = < - 1, ,.I$, ~2, ~3 >, 
in case d, =d,, 
otherwise (d , = d,). 
(2) If A$&, then 
Eo=(-LEI,E~,G), 
EC/E,:= (E,). 
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Case IV. Assume that N(E,) = N(E*) = An = - 1. 
(See Fig. 1 for numerical examples of all these cases.) 
For the proof of Proposition 2 we need the following 
LEMMA 3. Zj An = An = + 1 and Jd,, &E K,,, then d, = 2 and 
A,=A2=2 or A,=d,, Az=dt. 
Proof: From Kubota [3,4] it follows that Ai/ 2di and A,# 1, di for 
i= 1,2. Then by our assumption we get the following four cases: 
(l)A,=d,, A,=d,, (2)A,=d,, A2=d3, (3)Al=d3, A,=d,, (4)A,= 
A2=d3. 
Case (1). Since A, I2d, and A, 1 2d2, there are some positive integers 
u,, u2 such that d,uI = 2d,, d2u2 = 2dl. So ulu2 = 4. If u1 = u2 = 2, then 
d, = d2, which is impossible. Thus d, s 2d2 and so d3 7 d,d2 7 2, i.e., 
dJ = 2. 
Case (2). If there is an odd prime p such that p( AZ, then p(d,, p( d3 
and p 1 A,. Then p) d, . This contradicts that dI d, 7 d, and di is square-free 
for each i. Thus d3 = A, = 2. Since d, d2 t d3 = 2, we may assume that 2 j d, 
and d, = 2d,. So A: = 2 and A: = d,. Therefore there are positive integers 
mi, ni (i= 1,2) such that 
Then 2mfd, -2nf =4 and 2mi-nzd, =4. So (2/p) = (-2/p) = + 1, i.e., 
p = 1 mod 8 for any odd prime p 1 d, . Hence d, E 1 mod 8 because d, is odd. 
By Kubota [3] A: is a divisor of the determinant d, of Q(A), which 
contradicts A: = 2. Thus case (2) does not occur. 
Case (3). The same argument as in case (2) leads to a contradiction. 
So this case also does not occur. 
1 
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r 
(, 
I- 
dl d2 d3 Al AZ 4 
A1A2*3 7 1 19.31 19 31 19 
(i) 3) A2A, ; 1 7.23 7 23 23 
otherwise 2.3.7 2.3 7 7 3 
(ii) 3.7.11 2.7.11 2.3 2.7.11 2.11 3 
I 
5.7 3 3.7 2 7 2 3 
Al = d3 5.41 41 5 5 --~ 
FIG. 1. Numerical examples for all cases in Proposition 2. In this table “-” means that 
A, is not defined because N(E,) = - 1. 
Case (4). If (d,,d,)=l, then d,=d,=d,=d,dZ. Since di12di, we 
have d, d, ( 2d, (i = 1,2). Then d, = d2 = 2, which is impossible. Therefore 
(d,,d,)> 1. Let d=(d,, d,). From 
641,34/3-k? 
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4 4 2.2 2di (i= 1,2), 
and so dil 2d (i = 1, 2). Thus d3 7 d, d2 7 2, i.e., d3 = 2, because d, # d2. 
This completes the proof. 
Proof of Proposition 2. Subcases I (2) and II (1) are obvious from 
Lemma 3. The other cases, except Case IV, are easily checked by Lemmas 
1 and 2. In Case IV we put 5 = sieZs3 -cl - s2 -+, C= SpKoIQ(<). Then 
<2=~1~2~3C (Kubota [4, Sect. 51). Therefore ,/GEE,, if and only if 
& E K,. This completes the proof. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREMS. 
For the proof we need the following Lemmas 4 and 5. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose that K does not contain the eighth cyclotomic field. 
(1) IfE,+/Ez= (E,), then 
t&=2041 7 Ate,, e2) 
for some el , e2 = 0 or 1. 
(2) If E,+JEi= (E,, Ed), then 
QK=20dyLdT t A(e,, e2) 
forsomea,,a,,e,,e,=Oor 1. 
(3) If E,+IEij= (E,, +, G), then 
QK=20Aq’A~A~ 7 A(e,,e,) 
for some al, a2, a3, e,, e2=0 or 1. 
ProojY (1) By Hasse [l, Satz 151 QK=2 if and only if Kb= K,,(h). 
As in Lemma 1, & is represented by Jd, and fi. So noting that 
A, AT t d, , we have KO(,/&) = K,,(a). Therefore QK = 2 if and only 
if Q(Jd,) is a quadratic subfield of Kb and not of K,,. Thus we get our 
assertion, because 
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(2), (3) The same argument as above shows our assertion to be true, 
because K,(m) = K,,(Jc) and KO(J@$@) = K,,(Jm). 
This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 5. Let K be as in Lemma 4 and E* the subgroup of EO generated 
by the units of quadratic subfields of K,. Then, for a unit q of E,f which is 
not contained in E*Ei, there is no element CI of K, such that 
2a2 = q or dOa’= q 
according as do = 1 or do > 2. Therefore & is not contained in Kb for such g. 
Proof. By Proposition 2 any unit 4 in question is represented as the 
product of a unit of Ei and one of the following: 
E2& Ed&, E,& W,& 6. &2&i& 
G&i> Wn,&, &, &2&&r &I, 
JGX. El JG, hd=, E,E,JG. 
Let 0; be the generator of the Galois group of K, over Q(A), i.e., 
Gal(K,/Q(&)) = (a,) (i= 1, 2, 3). For q = E= A, since q2(@“)2 = 
q2(r2)“’ = ET, we have qq aI = E,. For any other 4 except Ed &, 6, and 
E2 &, we also get @’ = El or E;. For q = E3 6, &, and E2 &, 
we have qfju2 = E= or E:. 
In case d, = 1, if there is an element a of K, such that 2a2 = ‘I, then. 
except q = E, 6, &, and E= &, we have 
W’ Ko,otJ;i;,(a))2 = VP = 81 or E:, 
which contradicts that E, is the fundamental unit of Q(A). For 
q = Ed ,,&, 6, and Ed 6, 2a2 = q implies 
63 Ko,acJ;i;,(a))2 = VP= e2 
which is also impossible. 
or 
In case do > 2, we get a similar contradiction. This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Case (1) (i). We note that this case coincides with 
Case I (3) of Proposition 2. If Jd,di $ K,, then our assertion is obvious 
from Lemma 4. Suppose that a E K,. Then 
incase d,d,dk 7 1. 
incase d,dj 7 1, 
otherwise. 
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So it follows from Lemmas 4 and 5 that QK= 2 if and only if 
di 7 A(e’, , e;) for some e;, e; = 0 or 1. By our assumption we have 
Aid, 7 d;‘dF for some b,, b, = 0 or 1. Therefore, if AFAJ” 7 A(e,, e,), 
then Aj 7 A(e;, e;) and so QK = 2. The converse is obvious. 
Cases (1) (ii), (2), and (3). By the same argument as in case (1) (i) we 
get our assertion. 
Case (4). Let v = s1 E* E) and let t, C be as in the proof of Proposition 2. 
Then it follows from Proposition 2 that QK= 2 if and only if 
Kb = K,(J;f) = K,($), which is equivalent to C 7 A(e,, e2) for some 
e,, e, = 0 or 1. This completes the proof. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2. 
In this section we take, as in Theorem 2, 
d: an odd positive square-free integer 23, 
K= Of,/=-, a, &&, 
K, = a(,/‘% ,/‘h 
d, = d, dz = 2d, d) = 2, 
Ed: the fundamental unit of Q(A) (i= 1, 2, 3). 
We note that Kb = K,((Jc4). 
First we give Lemmas 6 and 7, where we see that the choice of u for 
K&= K,(A) is contrary to the case of Lemma 5. 
LEMMA 6. Let K= Q( fl, &, J-d) and E* as in Lemma 5. Then, for 
a unit q of E* n E,+ which is not contained in Ei, & does not belong to K&. 
Proof: As noted above, Kb is equal to K,,(Jm) and so Kb/Q is of 
type 2,4). On the other hand, for any q in question, the Galois group of 
KO( J- q) over Q is 2-elementary. This completes the proof. 
In the following we denote by (r the generator of the Galois group of Kb 
over Q(JG), i.e., Gal(KJQ(,/m)) = (0). For a unit q of E,+ 
we let 
Then D is an integer of Q(d) and, as shown in our previous paper [2], 
&E& if and only if fie Kb. 
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LEMMA 7. Let K be as in Lemma 6. Suppose that r] is a unit of E,+ which 
is not contained in Ei. If &E K&, then N(D) 7 2. 
LEMMA 8. Let K be as in Lemma 6. Let i, j be a permutation qf 1, 2, i.e., 
(i, j} = (1, 2). 
(1) Suppose that N(Q)= + 1. 
(i) Zf Ai=2, then N(D) 7 jdfor v=E~&. 
(ii) IfA;= jdand N(&,)= -1, then N(D) 7 jdfor q=c,&,. 
(iii) Zj”di=2 and N(cj)= +l, then N(D) 7 jdfor ~=E~E~&. 
(2) Suppose that N(E~) = N(E~) = + 1. 
(i) IfA,A, 7 1, then N(D) 7 A, for q=C/CIEZ,ci&&. 
(ii) IfA,A, T 2, then N(D) t ATfor v=E~&,E,E~~~. 
Proof of Lemma 7. By the assumption it holds that 
K, = K0Cd-J = K,(A) = Ko(& 
and so there exists LX in K, such that (2 + &) LX’ = D, i.e., 
(2~x1~ = 2(2 - fi) D. (*I 
Since 2cr is an integer of K,, we can take rational integers a, (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) 
such that 
Because D is an integer of Q(d), we can put D = A + B $2 with rational 
integers A, B. Then (*) implies 
ai + 2aT + da: + 2dai = 16(A - B), 
a,a, +da,a,=4(-A+2B), 
aoa2 + 2a, a3 = 0, 
aoa3 + a, a, = 0. 
By the latter two equations we have a,a,as=2a,a,a:. If az=2a:, then 
a2 = a3 = 0. Hence, by the above equations we obtain ui + 2~: = 16(A - B) 
and aOal =4(-A + 2B), which imply 8A = ai+ 2u,a, + 2~: and 168= 
ai + 4a0u, + 2af. Thus 
160 = 2(u$ + 2a,a, + 2uT) + (a: + 4u,a, + 2aT) 4, 
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and then 
16*N(D) = 2(a; - 2~;)~. 
If ~,a,=0 and if a,,#0 or a,#O, then ~,=a,=0 and so A=2B. 
Therefore 
N(D)=N(A+Bd)=2B2 7 2. 
If a, = a, = 0, then we similarly get 
16’N(D) = 2d2(u; - 2~2:)~. 
This completes the proof. 
Proof of Lemma 8. (1) By our assumption we have A,+ = jd. Then we 
can put 
&= i(mi Jz + ni Jjd), 
where mi, ni are positive integers. 
(i) In this case 2rnT - jdn? = 4. For r] = a3 & we get qq” = E: and 
so D = ~~(2 + mi $). Therefore N(D) = jdnf. 
(ii) Contrary to (i) we have 2mf - jdnt = -4. We let 
&I= fb + ~1 &I, E2 = u2 + 02 J2d, 
where ui, vi are positive integers. Then, for q = sj ,/&, we have 
D=2dn,v2+2+m,u2& or %dn,v, +2+im,u, $ 
according as i = 1 or 2 and so N(D) = jd(n, + juj)*. 
(iii) Using the above representations of q, ,,,&, we get N(D)= 
jd(ni - juj)’ for q = sjc3 ,/& Indeed, we have 
D=c,(2dn,v2+2+m,u,,,h) or E3($dn2u, + 2 + $rn2u1 z/z) 
according as i = 1 or 2. 
(2) Let mi, n, be positive integers such that 
&= 4(mi&+niJd,*) (i= 1,2). 
(i) Since A,A, 7 1, we have A, = AZ and so A,At 
A:A2 d, ATA,* 2. If n=&, then qy”= 1. So 
7 2d, 
7 7 
2D=m,m,A, +n,n, &$$+4 
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andN(D)=d,(m,+m,)*.If?=c,\/EIE2, thenqq”=l and 
8D=m,m,A,(m~A,+3n~A~)+16+n,n2(3m~A,+n~A~),/~. 
Therefore it follows from mfA,--nfA* =4 that 
2D=m,m,A,(mfA,-3)+4+n,n&mfA,-l)dm 
and 
N(D)=A,(mfA,-3m,+m,)2. 
If q = E* a, then we similarly get 
N(D)=A,(m~A,-3m,+m,)2. 
(ii) Since A,A, 7 2, we have ATA,* 7 1, i.e., A: = A; and so 
A,A; 5 d, ATA, t 2d. If q=E3t//EIcz, then q@‘=.$ and 
2D=.s,(m,m,Jd,d,+n,n,A~+4). 
So N(D)=d:(r~~-n~)~. Ifq=&,E)fi, then qqd=&: and 
8D=~~{n,n,A~(3m~A,+n~A~)+16+m,m2(m~A,+3n~A~)Jd,d,}. 
Hence 
2D=~,{n,n,A~(n~A~+3)+4+m,m,(n~A~+ 1)&J 
and 
N(D)=A:(r1;Af!+3n,-n~)~. 
If ? = E2E3 ,,& then we similarly obtain 
N(D)=A:(n;d~+3r~,-n,)~. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 8. 
Now we prove Theorem 2. 
By Proposition 2 and Lemmas 6, 7, 8 it is necessary for QK= 2 that 
N(E~) = N(E~) = + 1 and &,, &E K,. So by Lemma 3 we get two cases: 
(a)A,=A,=2, (b)A,=2d, A,=d. 
In the following we assume that N(E~) = N(E~) = + 1. 
First we consider case (a). By Proposition 2 
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-l=E3&mJ2,Ji is not contained in Kb because of Lemma 7 
and Lemma 8 (1) (i). Therefore we take v = & and seek the condition 
that Kb = K,,(JG) = K,,(h). Since A r = A, = 2, AT = 2d, AT = d and 
so there are positive integers mi, ni such that 
&=)(m,,/%n,fid), ,/&=mtfi+n,J;i 
Then, for q = 6, we have 
D=2(1 +m,m,)+n,n,d,,h 
A’(D) = 2(m, + 2m,)‘. 
From m:-dn:=2 and 2mi-dni=l it follows that 2jm,n,n,. So 
2 )I N(D) and 6 = (1 + m, m2, n, n,d) is an odd integer. Therefore we have 
D=J(a+b$) f or some positive integers a, b such that (a, 6) = 1. Hence 
N(a + b fi) = 2s’ for some odd positive integer s. 
Now let 
(a+b$)=(,,hn@: 
be the decomposition of the principal ideal (a + b fi) in Q(d), where 
ei 12 for every pi in the product. Since (a, b) = 1, there appear no rational 
prime ideal and no pair of conjugates of pi among the pi%. Then, putting 
N(pi) = pi, we get 2s * = 2 n peg and so 21e, for every i. Hence 
a + b 8 = a’s &? for some integer h and some unit E of Q(G) because 
the class number of Q(fi) is one. iY(u + b fi) = 2s2 forces E to be an odd 
power of Ed = 1 + ,/% Therefore putting E = c:‘+~ for some integer t, we 
obtain D = 6(2 + ,/?)(a~~)‘, which implies that fin K& if and only if 
$ E K&. Since K, is the subfield of Kb of type (2,2), we have 
Noting that 2 16 and that QK = 2 if and only if fi E Kb, we obtain 
QK=206~ 1 or d. 
Secondly we consider case (b). In this case 
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From our assumption & is represented by the same form as in case (a). 
Let q=q\/CIEZ Then, by qq” = E:, 
n,n,d&}. In this case rn: 
we have D=e,(2(1 +m,m,)+ 
-dnf= -2 and 2m:-dn:= -1. So N(D)= 
2(m, - 2m,)*. As above, 
~,6(a+b$) for some 
we see that 2[m,n,n,6 and that D= 
integers a, b such that (a, b) = 1. Then 
N(a + b a) = - 2s’ for some odd integer s. By the same argument as in 
case (a), we can take a unit E and an integer r of Q(a) such that 
a + b & = QZ’E fi. Hence N(a + b 4) = -2s2 implies E = ES’ for some 
integer t. Thus D = 6(2 + $‘)(LYc~)‘, which also proves our assertion. This 
completes the proof. 
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